
Sand & Sea Wind Sports Morning Brief 
 

Introduction and Greet 
 
Good morning everyone and welcome to the Sand and Sea Festivals morning brief. 
 
To me the Sand & Sea Festival is about having Fun, Sportsmanship and promoting 
our chosen water related activity to the public. Everyone in a Sand & Sea Festival 
event is considered an ambassador and asked to help promote their chosen activity 
to the public. Please assist and share your passion for your activity with any 
interested members of the public. 

Registrations 
 
To participate in any event over the weekend, you do need to be registered and paid 
up. Ideally everyone should already be online registered, are paid up and collected 
their goodies. Late registrations are being accepted at the Elite Energy tent at 
Callala Beach, (Saturday NE events only) and Event Central, (Huskisson).  
Hopefully, everyone has collected their entry packs, including wrist bands and event 
numbers etc. plus checked out their event /course maps and starting times. If you 
have missed or unsure of anything, there is a lot of information on display at the Elite 
Energy registration tent. If still in doubt, your welcome to find Jennie Milton or myself, 
we are busy and around. 
 

Sign On/Off 
 
All Sand and Sea Festival participants are responsible to sign on in the morning and 
off in the afternoon of each day. 
 
If you haven’t signed on yet at the Elite Energy Tent (Event central), please sign on 
and check your details are right. At the end of the scheduled events, you are 
responsible to sign off. If you have completed the down winder and wish to return to 
the start again, this is fine as long as you sign off before heading back.  This 
responsibility applies for the SE or SW course as well. If you return without signing 
off and go missing, any search efforts may be at your expense. 
 

Medical 
 
There is a medical aid station at Huskisson and Callala Beach event centrals. First 
aiders, plus first aid kits are around in the event areas and on some boats. If your 
experience anything requiring medical attention, visit the medical aid station as soon 
as possible or contact an Elite Energy staff member, (who may not be able to assist, 
but direct you to someone who can). 

Safety 
 
All Sand and Sea Festival participants are responsible for their own safety. 

 
There are a lot of things happening and some very close together in time. I’m 
encouraging all participants to build friendships and look out for each other. If you 



see someone in difficulty, it’s your responsibility to stop and assist as required, 
remembering your own safety first.  
 
If a serious incident occurs (i.e. serve weather change, missing person, bushfire or 
serious accident), all entrants are to muster at their nearest event area, Huskisson 
Beach, Callala Beach or event finishing beach and await Elite Energy staff’s 
instructions. 
 
If an entrant cannot make it back to the official event area, there to proceed to the 
best designated bail out beach, (refer course maps). Please, make yourself familiar 
with the event brief, bail out point and course map before going out on the water in 
any event. 

Facilities 

There is heaps of parking at Greenway Road Callala Beach and about 3 beach 
access points. Event facilities, and start lines will be in front of the 90 degree left 
hand bend access, at the northern end of Greenway Road. There are no public 
toilets here, nearest is the ones at the end of Callala Beach road, were you turn left 
onto Greenway Road. There could be two porta loos next to the event beach access 
entry at Callala Beach. 
 

Event Briefs 

It’s the entrant’s sole responsibility to be at the right place at the right time. 
Never assume! 

 
When practical, there will be a short event briefing 20 minutes prior to the scheduled 
start time. However, due to lot of events happening straight after each other and the 
complexity of getting windsurfers or kite boarders off the water 20 minutes before 
the start, this mornings brief is the main brief. 
 
I suggest making a copy of this brief and carrying it on the day, as If you miss a 
brief, you can refer to this one. 

Course Maps 

All course maps have been posted on the web site and can be found at the Elite 
Energy’s registration areas.  

Course maps to be used on the day shall be posted at the Elite Energy registration 
tent and in the morning brief at Event Central, (Huskisson). It’s pretty self-
explanatory, if the predicted wind is NE, refer to all the NE course maps. The 
courses have been laid out as detailed, could be some slight adjustments due to 
variations in wind direction, wind shadows, wind strength and to ensure the event 
fits inside its time window. The buoys being used a fairly tall and can be seen from a 
long way off.  

Aquaculture Farming Area. 

There are 2 aquaculture lease areas directly off Callala beach. The northern lease is 



being installed and the farming has begun. The areas are marked with 4 yellow 
cardinal markers and the inside area has many black buoys holding up long lines. 
No event or set course crosses these areas and entrants are to maintain a safe 
clearance from this area. The Jervis Bay down winder course is set out for entrants 
to pass above and below these areas, eventually one leg will pass between the two 
leases. 

Equipment 
 
There is secure storage available on the beach at Event Central only during the 
festival. There is an Elite Energy tent at Callala Beach on Saturday, but their role is 
with the event organisation and not to mind or store equipment. In other words it’s 
your own responsibility to store or secure your equipment. 

In an effort to promote a safe event, I ask you all to spend 5 minutes this morning 
to check all your equipment: 

- All catches and releases are functioning and working correctly. 
- All leashes are attached, in good order and working/releasing properly. 
- There are no sharp edges, rough or damaged surfaces. 
- All safety equipment, helmets, buoyancy aids, kite string knives are in good 

order and ready for use. 
 
Elite Energy and their staff reserve the right to ask any entrant to forfeit event entry 
and not to participate in an event, if considered their equipment is unsafe, poor 
condition or a risk to others. 

This means, if we notice a piece of equipment unsafe or considered a risk to others 
we’ll ask you to rectify, remove or replace and as a last resort, ask you not to 
participate in the event. 

Legally: buoyancy aids with 50S on them are to be worn at all times when 400m off 
shore. A recognised buoyancy harness and vest equalling 50S is acceptable. 

 
Which Board Do I use? 
 
Selection of which equipment to use during an event is up to the individual. It’s the 
entrant’s decision on board use and any arranges they need to make to have a 
board at the other end for use in the next event. Choose wisely as some 
events/heats have virtually no gap/time to swap a board over. 
 
Event Window Times 

Each event is designed to fit with a time window. Be prepared, courses may need 
be shorten, rotated and adjusted to keep the event within its window. Events 
postponed to a point where they cannot be completed in the window will be 
cancelled. The wind sports directors have final say to postpone, adjust or cancel an 
event. 
 
Event Start Times 



 
All events are planned to be started on the posted time and with the use of the 
official International Kite Boarding starting sequence, (refer attachment). If you miss 
any briefs or ready to race warnings, all you need to remember is to cross the start 
line after the exact, (to the second), posted event start time. 
 
In light winds (under 7 knots), a red and white checked flag shall be flown on the 
starter’s boat, (accompanied by a single horn blast), meaning the start is delayed. 
Flag waved then removed means a 5 minute delay. Continuously flown means a 
delay until it’s removed. 1 minute after removal, the 5 minute starting sequence of 
flags begins. The maximum postponement / delay is 30 minutes before the event is 
declared abandoned and the blue and white check flag is flown. 
 
All events shall be set up and run on posted start times, regardless to wind strength 
or weather conditions. It’s the entrants decision to participate or not and should be 
made on a conservative self-assessment of their abilities. If the conditions are 
determined to have become unsafe or the wind strength reaches 25 knots, all 
support / event boats shall be instructed to return to sheltered waters and the event 
abandoned, (no refunds). 
 
Big Air and Free Style Competition Start – Underway - Finish Flags 
 

A heat is under way while its colour flag is flying. The heat/event starts when the 
indicated colour flag is raised. The heat/event flag remains up until it’s finished/ended 
and its flag is removed. When another heat is to start straight away, the next heats 
colour flag goes up. This process continues until all heats are completed. If a 
hooter/siren is available, each time there’s is a flag change, a single hooter/siren signal 
will be made.  
 
Finishing 

 
Most of the events are designed to finish on the water. Please finish your event and 
move out of the event area as soon as possible to prevent hindrance or the risk of 
collision with someone else about to finish. All the down winders on Saturday are to 
finish between a buoy and boat, (NE in front of Event Central). Once across the 
finish line, kiter’s are to head back out and around to Collingwood beach to land or 
wait clear of the event finish area for their next event. Windsurfers can choose to 
land on Huskisson beach or head around to Collingwood Beach as well. 
 
Please land down past any local kiter’s on Collingwood Beach. 

 
Presentations 

 
All presentations are at Huskisson Sat -17:00, Sun – 15:00. Come along and 
support your mates. 
 
Location to be advised on the day. 

Grievances, Complaints and Un Sportsman Like behaviour. 
 



We are all here to have fun, however if there is something troubling you, please 
come a see me. I won’t be able to do much, however I’m interested and prepared to 
listen and use the feedback for next year. 
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